The Fine Canine’s October/November 2019 Training Schedule
All classes take place at Tail Gate for Dogs in Elmhurst
Classes are six weeks long and cost $150.00 per dog unless noted otherwise
Tail Gate customers who have a daycare package on file receive a $15.00 discount on training classes
All dogs must be up-to-date on vaccines and complete the required paperwork prior to signing up
Required Vaccinations: DHLPP, Rabies, H3N2 Influenza, Bordetella, & Clean Fecal Exam
PUPPY KINDERGARTEN
Start off on the right foot with puppy training class to teach appropriate behavior
to your puppy and build a strong foundation for obedience. Our puppy training
classes provide education on topics such as leadership, manners, and
socialization, while also addressing the common puppy behaviors such as puppy
biting, destructive chewing, barking and house training. Included in this puppy
training program are puppy gentling exercises and the basic obedience exercises.
Session 1: Begins Saturday November 9th and is every Saturday from 8-9AM

SUPER DOG ADVANCED OBEDIENCE CLASS
This class will allow you and your pet to work in public places with instruction like
shopping centers and busy downtown areas. This is a fun way to challenge and
exercise your pet, while continuing your pet’s obedience education and good
manners! Obedience skills and dog tricks are taught in this course.
Session 1: Begins Thursday October 3rd and is every Thursday from 8-9 PM

STAYS, RECALLS, AND DISTRACTIONS
This is a class for the dog of any age who knows the basics but who has difficulty
responding to commands when there are other animals, other people or any other
FAMILY DOG BASIC OBEDIENCE
Everyone should be able to experience a dog that walks nicely on a leash and distractions present. In this class we work on leash walking with distractions, recalls
comes when called. Family Dog is for dogs 5 months and older. Basic obedience with more distractions and distance, and stays with more duration and increased
training can turn your canine into a reliable, faithful companion dog. Besides all of distractions. The goal of this class is to teach you how to gain focus and attention
the novice obedience exercises, good manners, leadership and social skills are from your pet so you can rely on them in and out of the house!
th
emphasized in the beginning level. We address common behavior problems in Session 1: Begins Tuesday October 8 and is every Tuesday from 8-9 PM
this class like jumping, nipping, digging, barking and pulling on the lead. Your dog
will learn all of the basic obedience exercises in this class such as heeling on
walks, stays, down, sit, wait, and coming when called.
Session 1: Begins Tuesday October 8th and is every Tuesday from 7-8PM
Session 2: Begins Saturday November 9th and is every Saturday from 9-10AM

Call Tail Gate at 630-834-3030 to sign up
for any of these training programs today!

For specific training questions please contact Monica directly, call
or text 847-345-3119.

